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Rīga, the capital city of Latvia, is a World heritage site since 1997. The main asset of Riga's cityscape is ''the finest concentration 
of Art Nouveau architecture in the world''. Awareness of Art Nouveau still neglected several decades ago grows from year to 
year. Nevertheless, a lot of marvellous samples of Art Nouveau legacy still need recognition. Complete research on Art Nouveau 
architecture in Liepāja, the harbour city in the western part of Latvia containing an impressive collection of buildings of this style 
was published recently. It was a discovery that surprised even inhabitants of the place. It literally opened the eyes both of local 
people and authorities and tangibly changed attitude to historical environment. Some other still existing stereotypes need correction. 



For instance, the data onArt Nouveau in Riga in majority tourist-information publications is based only on illustration of one street 
Alberta iela, and one architect - Eisenstein. However, Eisenstein's buildings in this street overcrowded in summertime with tourists 
are neither the most characteristic ofR1ga Art Nouveau nor the most valuable architectural creations in general. 
An actual problem conceming Art Nouveau heritage is still insufficient knowledge or misunderstanding of essence and real values 
of the style. It sometimes causes incorrect actions during renovation works, even resulting in a loss of cultural values. The essence 
of the Art Nouveau style lies not on formal vocabulary but on the creative principle that is based on artistically expressive shaping 
of the utilitarian substance of a building (i.e., building program, spatial layout, structural system and building materials utilised). 
Therefore, the visual image of Art Nouveau buildings can be incomparably different not only in different places but also in one and 
the same place. Local, regional and national peculiarities are characteristic as well. The Art Nouveau atmosphere in Liepaja, for 
example, reflects interchanges of Latvian - German and partly also other cultures. It is a sample of a real intercultural dialogue in 
built-up environment already during the period of its formation. 
Contemporary educational mission of importance of dialogue among cultures lies on different institutions, among them museums. 
Three new museums started functioning during last decade in Riga - the Riga Art Nouveau Museum, Art Museum Riga Bourse and 
Latvian National Museum of Art. The last one was re-opened recently after complete restoration and extension. 
Three main theoretical and practical aspects of conservation of Art Nouveau heritage and their impact to intercultural dialogue and 
development of tourism are analysed in the paper: 1) importance of research and popularisation of Art Nouveau heritage; 2) practice 
of renovation of Art Nouveau buildings in Rīga and Liepāja; 3) experience of Riga Art Nouveau museum, which is extended last 
year with new premises in the underground level ofthe building. New interactive exposition including digital data base is available 
for a wide public there contributing importantly to promotion of cultural tourism. 
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